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HOW DO YOU FEEL?

"... and she felt in her body that she
was healed. . ."

—Mark 5:29

The title of this morningfs sermon is not an inquiry after the
state of your health, physical or mental. I am not unconcerned about
your aches and pains or your fears and phobias, but that is not what
I wish to discuss with you today.

All of us have had the experience of feeling that something was
right or wrong, something was true or false, some situation or some
person was good or bad, not because we came to such a conclusion by
reasoned argument based on facts, not because logic convinced us of
the truth, but mainly because somehow or other we had a feeling about a
particular set of circumstances.

A young lover has this experience. He may be able to tell us
that his beloved is beautiful, that her likes and dislikes are similar
to his own, that she is kind and considerate, etc., etc. But nothing
he says can really express the pent-up feeling in his brain and in his
solar plexus. His love is not a rational thing, and if we were always
completely rational we would probably never fall in love. Love is a
feeling whose cause one can never precisely pinpoint.

"Love is something so divine,
Description would but make it less;
!Tis what I feel, but can't define,
»Tis what I know, but can't express." *

All of us have these feelings. They are far more important to
us than we usually realize, and they usually influence most of us more
than we would care to admit. They are what a woman refers to as
intuition and men refer to as hunches. Sympathy and understanding are
both based more on feeling than they are on rational conclusions.

Not only do we have these feelings about love, we have them also
about such centrally important experiences as death and immortality.
John Adams, reaching the end of life exclaimed, "I feel eternal life
within me." Sir Walter Scott wrote of such experiences:

"Some feelings are to mortals given,
With less of earth in them than heaven."

* On Love. Beilby Porteus








